The traceroute utility on any computer connected to the Internet can be used to record the roundtrip time for small Internet packets between major Internet traffic hubs. Some of the routes include transmission over transoceanic fiber optic cable. We report on traceroute's use by students to quickly and easily estimate the size of the earth. This is an inexpensive and quick way to involve introductory physics students in a hands−on use of scientific notation and to teach them about systematics in data.
INTRODUCTION:
How big is the Earth? Ask that question in the first few lectures in an introductory general physics class and you are bound to get many answers. Invariably, some student will know 'the answer', or look it up in the course book and this then begs the question, "How do you know that's right?" Many students are surprised to learn that they can estimate the size of the earth for themselves, using only an internet enabled computer, a globe and a piece of string 1, 2 .
Traceroute, a standard utility on virtually all TCP/IP−enabled (that is, networked) operating systems, was originally developed to troubleshoot networks. This program sends out a sequence of IP packets to and from nodes (i.e. Computers or network switches) along the route from your computer to the designated machine. On windows it can be evoked from the MSDOS shell by typing tracert ipname, where ipname is the IP address or DNS (Domain Name Service)−resolvable name of the destination machine. The student has typed only the first line (here in bold). In this case, traceroute is invoked using an internet name. The output of each line indicates the round−trip time for each independent packet to and from a node on the way to Hawaii. It is not too difficult to see that these times imply that the route chosen in this case is through Chicago and then to Seattle and then, in one big time jump, to Hawaii. Thus, half the difference of the average round−trip times to and from Seattle and to and from Hawaii is the additional one−way time it takes a packet to get from Seattle to Hawaii. In the above example that is about 24.4 milliseconds (ms). cable, which is buried in the mud at the ocean's floor and lies roughly along a great circle between Seattle and Hawaii. Fiber optic is made of glass, and the speed of light in the glass cable is about 2/3 of that in vacuum. This fact can be gleaned either from numerous web sites of optic cable manufacturers (which are easy to find!) 8 , or through a discussion of refraction and measurement of the index of refraction in a glass sample 9 (a nice touch, but probably not what you want to do the first day of classes, for which this exersize is designed!). The speed of light moving through a fiber optic cable is basically the same as speed of propagation of an electrical signal through a computer network ('category−5 ethernet') cable. Of course, this is not an accident, but space here precludes that discussion. For the earnest student(s), we note only that the speed of propagation of a signal in a network cable can be rather directly and simply measured in a laboratory experiment using two laptops and a few network cables of different (but modest) lengths 10 .
Returning to our Seattle−Hawaii transmission, assuming that most of the 24.4 ms delay is propagation in the cable, and using the relation d=vt = (2/3 x 3.0 x 10 8 m/s ) x (24.4 x 10 −3 s) = 4800 Km is an estimate of the cable distance 11 .
Assuming that your classroom globe of the earth accurately reproduces the scaled distance between points, and that the cable is laid approximately along a great circle (since that would be the shortest and thus cheapest way to lay cable) students can use ratio and proportion to convert the above measurement of the distance between Seattle and Hawaii to an estimate of the radius of the earth . We used a 15.3 cm radius globe and found a string length between Seattle, Washington and Hawaii along the surface of the globe to be about 10.4 cm long, yielding an estimate of the earth radius of 15.3*4800/10.4 = 7100 Km. Alternatively, students may use web site calculators 12 to compare the cable distance with the actual distance along the globe to again use ratio and proportion to convert their cable distance measurement to an estimate of the radius of the earth. This is quite simple for the students to do individually or in small groups. Each group can find its own targets, and analyze a unique set of traceroute data to come up an estimate they contribute to a class average. Along the way they learn some basic facts about the Internet, some geography and how to read the traceroute output. By far, the most difficult part of this laboratory is determining the geographic location of the nodes on either side of the transoceanic cable that you are using. Sometimes the machine names are non−descript or not given. In either case a web resource called netgeo is often useful 13 in translating the IP numbers to locations. Table I below contains typical data found by some of our students between various shore points, along with the associated estimate of the earth's radius for each. As a warning, the final entry is an example between land points, where the many repeaters and non−great circle path chosen generally complicate the interpretation of the times and lead to very poor estimates of the earth's radius.
It is noteworthy (***) that the data displayed for New York to Iceland naively yields an estimate of 8600 Km for the earth radius. However, there is actually no great circle sea−route between the two sites. An obvious obstacle, Newfoundland , Canada sticks out far east into the Atlantic and precludes lying a cable along a great circle from New York to Iceland! The Table I earth radius estimate for that datum results from draping a string on the globe along a sea route that is entirely offshore between New York and Iceland and using its length (which for our globe was 13 cm). The apparent errors in the short hops from the mainland US to nearby island (in Table I , Bermuda, though Puerto Rico and other 'short hops' traceroutes are similar) may indicate that systematic delays have a proportionally larger impact on the data quality for small time differences (short routes). Additionally, there were some sites we found that, for one reason or another (cable route unknown, network topology, inability to determine location of node, etc) did not work well. These include traceroutes from the USA to Fiji, Japan, India and Italy. However, in our experience most clear, long , ocean routes gave estimates like those of Table I . The ** for the string distance from Lisbon Portugal indicates that for this data the student actually used one of the web calculators alluded to earlier to compare with the cable length determined by traceroute ; string and globe would give essentially the same earth size estimate.
These data for transoceanic cable routes yield estimates of the earth's radius typically some 10%− 20% too large. Clearly this indicates some systematic effect. We believe the most relevant systematic effect in this approach is that, for many reasons, the cables are not laid precisely along great circles on a perfectly spherical earth. For example, the cable is buried in mud going up and down hills at the bottom of the ocean and also around threatening ocean−bottom features. This systematic is certain to lead to a spirited discussion about biasses in data. To help make sense of this students compiled a list of the road distances and straight−line distances between eight large Ohio cities. This may be found in Table I and a histogram of the ratio of these two distances is Figure I . Roads are expensive to build and particularly big roads between major metropolitan areas. As a result, one might expect the roads to be laid nearly along great circles (Or, on the scale of Ohio, straight lines). As all students know, that is not the case for many reasons, and it is also noteworthy that the actual road distance in this sample (which we have every reason to expect is pretty generic) is on average about 20% percent greater than the straight−line distances.
Closing Remark s:
Besides introducing traceroute to students, this pedagogically straightforward class−lab can be used as a 'hands−on' exersize with scientific notation, d=vt and elementary geometry. We've had a good experience using it with students and the data quality in the lab presented here can apparently be improved somewhat with additional work 11 . As described above however, this relatively simple lab can yield atleast a crude estimate of the earth's radius, and we suspect that for students the interesting part will be reinforcing the spatial metaphor of web surfing and 'seeing' the roughness of the earth in the systematics of their data.
